Grave Questions Raised By Loyalty Oath Bill

ALBANY, Jan. 8—Governor Dewey’s request for legislation “to assure adequate civil service protection against subversive activities” has created a variety of grave questions.

The Governor is apparently unwilling to go “whole hog” at this time with a full-fledged loyalty oath program. He has asked the Civil Service Commission to prepare legislation designed “to assure loyalty in sensitive areas.”

What is that? How shall a security program be established?

Who shall do the policing? Shall there be an oath program similar to that of the Federal Government? Or shall an adequately supported program be established? Shall firemen and police be required to be tested as models for office?

What, specifically, will such an oath program do?

How about the underlying questions of civil rights?

Lists Open for Inspection

The Railroad Clerk NYCTC eligibility lists are now available for inspection at the 3rd floor State Office Building, 3rd Avenue, NYC, just west of Broad- way. The list is open to inspection by the Civil Service Commission.

Also available for inspection are the lists for the position of Grade 2 and Stock Assistant, Met.

$250 Pay Increase With Ceiling, Sought for NYC Aides

ALBANY, Jan. 8—Some Legislators already have been sounding figures, have been mentioned. The information is said to have been sounded about $70,000 00 more revenue a year. The two groups held meetings, and the CIO-CIO was the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, AFL, and the Government and Civil Employees Organiza-
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ALBANY, Jan. 8—David S. Price of Lockport, has been promoted to the position of principal personnel technician in the Division of Classification and Compensation in the Department of Civil Service. Price, a veteran, placed first in a promotion examination taken Dec. 15. He entered State service as a junior classification examiner in March 1942, and after military service, returned to the department as a personnel technician in 1946.

HELP WANTED MALE AND FEMALE

ENGLISH—FRENCH SECRETARIES

THIS IS NOT A U.S. Civil Service Position

THE UNITED NATIONS

are now recruiting in New York City in February, 1952 to recruit and place in the United Nations Secretariat.

CANDIDATES SHOULD have high school education or equivalent and preferably some experience in the UN or related work.

The examination will include tests in comprehension and accuracy in both English and French as well as tests of comprehension and expression in these languages.

SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES will be offered appointments as Assistants to the UN Secretariat. The annual salary is $4,000.

Application for examination and test is due before January 30 in the United Nations Section, Bureau of Personnel, 100 WALL STREET.
STATE AND COUNTY NEWS

Sections of Governor Dewey's Message Dealing With Matters of State Civil Service

SAALARIES

State employees have received no general salary increases since 1948, when the Civil Service Commission increased salaries of all types of employees excepted from competition, unless they happened to be war veterans appointed without examination. Examination is not deemed necessary for those in the exempt or non-competitive classifications. However, some clerk jobs are covered by the law specifically deprives deputies, clerks and private secretaries of the right to such a hearing on their charges of incompetency or misconduct.

LOYALTY OF PERSONNEL

Legislation is required to assure security in the State Service. Security against subversive activities is essential to the health of the people and to be needed in the event of the reconstituted armed forces and those of our allies. As shortages of skilled personnel are likely to occur to maintain production and transportation of goods, those in the State Service providing information in reference to nutrition, the conservation of food and for the recruiting of farm labor are also a part of this process.

The several State agencies and departments which performed such valuable services in World War II in conjunction with the expanding industrial plant in our economy must reproduce these efforts once again. This is so that our industries will be prepared to provide the products and services in which the State excels and which make our nation the hope of freedom.

Duties Considered By Court

The mere fact an employee calls himself or herself "codefendant" and that the court is cognizant of the fact that the state has no intention of having him or her as a defendant, is not enough to determine the employee's right to a hearing. The state is a body corporate and in order to be a defendant must be a body corporate and in order to be a defendant must be a defendant.

LOYALTY OF PERSONNEL

Despite Absence

In addition to the executive, the only source of water for the detention of prisoners in the State Civil Service personnel working in sensitive areas.

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Ours is a post-war world. During the war, the Department of Commerce, must provide the basis for industrial and governmental cooperation in expanding the production of our industries to meet the needs of total preparation. The Department of Commerce has been asked to help the State in this and the Secretary should be kept up to date恰当供应

HEALTH

At the New York State Rehabilitation Hospital fifty beds have been provided for crippled patients. At the Roswell Park Memorial Institute, the State cancer center, we have broken ground for a new building to increase the number of beds from 110 to 250. Outstanding among the progressive achievements of the State is the establishment of the New York State Research Institute in Buffalo, opened on May 23. This institute will specialize in the study of diseases and discover chronic alcoholics where more than 500 persons have recovered and the public health department is being given a strong consumer service to remove where restrictions might slow the development of such research.

The Department of Health and Mental Hygiene should be given powers to remove in connection with any given to the international force in such a war, and this power should be extended to streets within municipalities.

For the first time the State government has attempted to develop a statewide mental hygiene program to be operated by communities. An intensive trial community mental hygiene experiment in an upstate city is expected to yield a set of recommendations for local mental health programs all over the State. It is hoped that this will provide effective methods for coordinating the work of psychiatrists, health professionals, churches and citizen organizations into a single broad approach to community mental hygiene.

Already we are beginning to feel the effects of decreased mortality. This year the infant mortality has increased as much as the cost of living else-where, unless they happen to be war veteran's appointments and for all those of our allies. As shortages of skilled personnel are likely to occur to maintain production and transportation of goods, those in the State Service providing information in reference to nutrition, the conservation of food and for the recruiting of farm labor are also a part of this process.

The several State agencies and departments which performed such valuable services in World War II in conjunction with the expanding industrial plant in our economy must reproduce these efforts once again. This is so that our industries will be prepared to provide the products and services in which the State excels and which make our nation the hope of freedom.

Defects Considered By Court

The mere fact an employee calls himself or herself "codefendant" and that the court is cognizant of the fact that the state has no intention of having him or her as a defendant, is not enough to determine the employee's right to a hearing. The state is a body corporate and in order to be a defendant must be a body corporate and in order to be a defendant must be a defendant.

LOYALTY OF PERSONNEL

Despite Absence

In addition to the executive, the only source of water for the detention of prisoners in the State Civil Service personnel working in sensitive areas.

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

We feel that the plight of the lower salaried state employees is even further emphasized when we pause for a moment in this series of reports on the work of the Executive Department (In the LEAGUE), and consider the work of the employees in executive positions. In 1940, an executive in one of the capitol districts could purchase a reasonably satisfactory home for $10,000. Today the cost, for the same kind of a house, requires $25,000. Consequently fire insurance coverage is more than double. Interest on the investment in the home is likewise about $3,000 a year. Total real estate taxes on such a house have increased from $60 to $200. Fire insurance protection on the contents of the home has increased as much as the B.L.S. index on furniture, 99.8 per cent; the contents of the house has increased as much as the B.L.S. in- dex on household equipment, 112.7 per cent. Cost of food and rent at $42.50 per week; the price of a meal at a good restaurant was $1.75, and the contents of the home is likewise more than double.

The executive on a $10,000 salary required $40,000 of insurance for his home. The premium on the policy was $2,000. Consequently fire insurance coverage is more than double. Interest on the investment in the home is likewise about $3,000 a year. Total real estate taxes on such a house have increased from $60 to $200. Fire insurance protection on the contents of the home has increased as much as the B.L.S. index on furniture, 99.8 per cent; the contents of the house has increased as much as the B.L.S. in-
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CSEA Field Agents in Big Drive

ALBANY, Jan. 8—Field representatives of the Civil Service Employees Association, which sponsored the recent "Big Drive," reported a success last week that will bring substantial benefits to employees now working in the Rochester area until the end of the year.

James M. Fugis visited chapters and met with officials of the public section, beginning January 2 in Buffalo, Jamestown, Batavia, Niagara, Niagara Frontier, Genesee, Allegany, and Orleans counties. Tributes were paid to the hard-working membership committees, headed by Mrs. B. M. Fairhand, Association president, and officials are heartened by the early response. Reports have been received indicating that at least 1,000 members have already exceeded the pace set in last year's "Big Drive." The Federations have plans for an additional drive on many new chapters.

Prospects for the success of the drive were noted by President Eugene F. Hall, the New York State Federation, and Mrs. Fairhand. The drive is expected to continue during the month.

Chapter Activities

Thomas Indian School

The THOMAS INDIAN SCHOOL, at Attica, N. Y., has one of the largest Indian people into office; president, Dr. John V. Vetter; vice-president, Chauncey Munn; secretary, Harry G. Wells, and adjutant, Charles C. Halsey.

The meetings are held on the first Monday of each month. The chapter is moving into its new quarters in the school. Plans for the future are being drawn up for the work of the winter. It is expected that the chapter will attract many new members, and that the new quarters will be occupied shortly.

Syracuse State School

At a recent meeting of the Syracuse State chapter, President Karl Hatting, vice-president, Mr. R. K. Sorenson, head accountant, and Mrs. M. J. Wingo, member of the Syracuse State School chapter, were elected to the office of the State Civil Service Department.

The chapter has made plans for the coming year, and is looking forward to an active year of work.

Equal Eligible Lists

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

DEPT. P. S., 120 W. 42 ST., NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

Rush to me entirely free of charge


For meals or between meals

TREAT CRISPS

GOLDEN BROWN POTATO CHIPS

Always Fresh • At All Good Food Stores • Always Tasty

1951 GOVERNMENT JOBS

START AS HIGH AS $3,450.00 FIRST YEAR

Be Ready When Next New York, Brooklyn, Queens, Long Island, New Jersey, and Vicinity Exams Are Held

Prepare Immediately in Your Own Home

EMERGENCY PROGRAM CREATES 125,000 ADDITIONAL JOBS

LIST OF MANY POSITIONS AND 40 PAGE BOOK ON CIVIL SERVICE—FREE!

MAKE THE WINTER MONTHS PAY YOU BY GETTING A U. S. GOVERNMENT JOB

Call or mail coupon to us at once. Although not Government sponsored this can be the first step in your getting a big paid dependable U. S. Government job.

Office open daily including Saturday until 5 P.M. Tuesday and Thursday until 9 P. M.

EMGRAND INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK

5 Chambers Street New York 7, N. Y.

Current Dividend INTEREST FROM DAY OF DEPOSIT

Your Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

More Translator Jobs

In U. S. Defense Work

The expanded hiring by the Federal government is expected to result in recruitment of a large number of competent translators. Although applications were received last week, the demand will necessitate hiring many more.

Salary and assignment: Salary is based on the standard Federal workday of 60 hours. Additional compensation is paid for any authorized overtime worked in excess of 60 hours. The salary range for each grade of these positions is the same as that of other Government employees whose work merits are equivalent to those of the translators. The entrance salary is increased by the amount shown in the table following the completion of each 52 calendar weeks of service for Grades GS-4 through GS-10; and 84 calendar weeks of service for Grade GS-11, until the maximum rate for that grade is reached.

DUTIES OF POSITIONS

Persons appointed to these positions will perform work involving translations of written material from one foreign language into another and from one non-technical material into English. The work includes translation of technical material, and the translation of non-technical material into English. The work also involves the translation of foreign languages into English.

The nature and variety of the work, the number of hours worked, the type of material translated, the type of language translated, and the type of work performed will vary with the grade of the position.

Several positions require translation of technical material, which includes material requiring the application of knowledge of foreign languages of a variety of levels, and the translation of technical material, which includes material requiring the application of knowledge of foreign languages of a variety of levels.

Some positions require translation of non-technical material, which includes material requiring the application of knowledge of foreign languages of a variety of levels, and the translation of non-technical material, which includes material requiring the application of knowledge of foreign languages of a variety of levels.

Special experience: (a) Technical experience: Translators who have had experience in translating technical material, such as engineering, metallurgy, ordnance, and similar activities, are eligible for appointment to these positions.

(b) Supervisory experience: Supervisors who have had experience in supervising translators engaged in translating technical material, such as engineering, metallurgy, ordnance, and similar activities, are eligible for appointment to these positions.

(c) Administrative experience: Administrative experience, such as personnel administration, is eligible for appointment to these positions.

(d) Educator experience: Educators who have had experience in teaching foreign languages, are eligible for appointment to these positions.

(e) Research experience: Research experience, such as research in foreign languages, is eligible for appointment to these positions.

(f) Library experience: Library experience, such as library work in foreign languages, is eligible for appointment to these positions.

(g) Translation experience: Translation experience, such as translation of foreign languages, is eligible for appointment to these positions.

(h) Language proficiency: Language proficiency, such as knowledge of foreign languages, is eligible for appointment to these positions.

(i) Other experience: Other experience, such as experience in foreign languages, is eligible for appointment to these positions.

(j) Other qualifications: Other qualifications, such as foreign language proficiency, are eligible for appointment to these positions.

(k) Other requirements: Other requirements, such as foreign language proficiency, are eligible for appointment to these positions.
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Employee\'s Annual Leave Cut
Believed Doomed

WASHINGTON Jan. 8 - A new plan to deal with the losses of 1,500,000 Government workers is being drafted by some Senators who claim the present leaves "extensive."

"I feel that a graduated system of annual leave would serve a better system than the present," one said. "The older employees both need and desire an extension than a younger beginning." He feels that his plan would save the government nearly $100,000,000 a year.

110. Should the state constitutions of Pennsylvania have been amended so as to permit excise condemnation?
115. The frequency in which the Senate is convening?
111. The most dramatic, and decisions the most important, rules was the decision of the court reversing its own previous opinion?
116. Included in the report to be presented by the department on the subject of the war in the world and material of interest to this war?
112. Held fast to his opinion that much of present research is being dissipated into material of lesser value?

Salary Ranges from $3,650 to $5,500 a Year
Promotional Opportunities High to $13,250
50 IMMEDIATE VACANCIES
MANY MORE LIKELY DURING A 4-YEAR LIST
OPEN TO MEN - WOMEN - NO AGE LIMITS

Sample Intelligence Test

Intelligence tests figure prominently in exams given by all branches of government. Here is a sample test on spelling, with answers:

Directions: In some of the sentences below one word has been misspelled. If in any sentence you find a word that is correctly spelled, write the correct spelling of the word in the blank space below the sentence.

If all the words in a sentence are correctly spelled, write the word "correct."

Sample Intelligence Test

106. He said that his action to participate in the movement toward the promotion of world peace.
107. He regarded state legislation necessary to control possible violations of the 'national' interest of the country.
109. A large number of persons entitled to veteran preference have participated in the conference.

Age Limits Don't Apply
To Vets in U.S. Tests

Age limits, veteran preference and other factors are undermined by governmental departments in relation to programs of social work.

Executive Editor of the LEADER; Member of the New York Bar.

YOUNG BUSINESS WOMEN'S RETREAT
Friday, January 19 to Sunday, January 21
REV. WALTER A. REILLY, S.J.
CINCINNATI OF ST. REGIS
G.W. 118 W. 58th St., N.Y. 11, N.Y.

HOW TO SAVE MONEY
On Your Income Tax Return
By HERMAN BERNARD
Executive Editor of THE LEADER; Member of the New York Bar.

DELEHANTY, BULLETIN
of Career Opportunities!

Afford A Class Lectures Tonight (TUES.) at 7:30 on Our Guest New York City Teacher Nominated for Correction Officer (Woman)
Salary $3,500 a Year to Start
Accommodations (2 or 3) at $75 a Year.
Requirements are expected to be as follows:
1. AGES: 21 and 45 Years.
2. Height: 5 ft. 7 in.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST.
(Fortis N. Y. City Department)
Salary Ranges from $3,650 to $5,500 a Year
Promotional Opportunities High to $13,250

CLERKS - Grade 3 and 4
This Training is Approved for Veterans - Classes Meeting in:
WASHINGTON, BOSTON, NEW YORK, CHICAGO, and LOS ANGELES.

OFFICE MANAGER
Salary $3,500 a Year to Start
Accommodations (2 or 3) at $75 a Year.
Requirements are expected to be as follows:
1. AGES: 21 and 45 Years.
2. Height: 5 ft. 7 in.

Course In Preparation for Promotional Exams for
POLICE OFFICERS - NASSAU and SILOM COUNTY

Class New Forming for Promotional Exam for
FOREST, FORESTRY, AND PRACTICAL BOTANY

EXECUTIVE EDITOR

On Your Income Tax Return

Over 35 Years of Career Assistance to More Than 800,000 Students

The DELEHANTY Institute
110 E. 15 ST., N.Y.
90-14 Sulphur Blvd. Jamaica 6-6200

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
Jamaica Division

BOOKS-Broker's License Exams
Accredited by State In.  Dept. for

VOCATIONAL COURSES

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS
Practical Shop Training in Television Techniques
PREPARATION ALSO FOR F. C. C. LICENSE EXAMS
DRAFTING
Architectural & Mechanical-Structural Drafting
Special Saturday Session Starts Jan. 12th

THE DELEHANTY Institute

"Over 35 Years of Career Assistance to More Than 800,000 Students"

Salary $3,500 a Year to Start
Accommodations (2 or 3) at $75 a Year.
Requirements are expected to be as follows:
1. AGES: 21 and 45 Years.
2. Height: 5 ft. 7 in.

MADISON AVENUE
Jamaica Division

OFFICE HOURS - Mon. to Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Sat: 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Too Little
And Too Late?

In one sense, it may be said that public employees are being made to bear far too heavy a burden of inflation and related emergency.

Let us take New York State and New York City.

In both jurisdictions, salary raises have been promised. In neither, has anything concrete yet been accomplished. How evil the effects of present economic stresses are upon the employees can be seen from two significant incidents:

**Couldn't Afford Pension Offer**

The State's 50-year retirement plan, an eminent piece of legislation which gives to employees several important advantages, has been taken up by some 30 per cent of those who are eligible to come under its liberal provisions. Why haven't they hastened to accept the plan? The answer is: at least half of them couldn't afford it. They are barely making a living now; and the additional contributions, even though small, would be more than they could bear.

It isn't nice that employees should be so "strapped"...but it's true.

In New York City, an eminent judge went out of his way to show, by figures, how impossible it is for a policeman to supplement his minimum.

Do you remember what Governor Dewey said during the election campaign?

Here are the words:

"Faced with the necessity of meeting normal family expenses, trained professional people have been forced to supplement their income by work as stevedores, deliverymen and unskilled laborers. In spite of present hardships they have maintained an outstanding example of loyal, responsible and unselvish service."

**Part-Time Jobs Many**

The reporters of this newspaper can verify that frighteningly high percentages of public employees—State, NYC, local—not only must take additional part-time jobs to supplement their income but, in many cases, must work in trades, which they had no knowledge of or desire to follow.

Who would have thought that those who must leave little children to take jobs so that, together with their husbands' civil service salaries, they can scrape through.

Yet...the raising of the minimum wage has not, as yet, really helped.

In the State, a salary report which should have been due a month ago has apparently not yet reached the Governor. It seems fair that employees should not have to wait until the new budget year before receiving increases. The Governor, who has stated that he recognizes the problem, clearly has an obligation to ask that the Legislature enact upward wage revision immediately—and make it effective immediately.

A. It is the only way.

**Why You Gain**

Halving the income, and then figuring on a 20 per cent drop, doesn't bring you back to where you'd have been in the first place. A joint return is not a case of the whole income being taxed half, and the half being taxed on the half. Since the surcharge is applied to the total income, the surcharge on the bracket income, halving the income, and then having the income taxed in a lower bracket at the lower rate, is the same as doubling the income.

"What would be the tax on half the income?"

"That's the tax."

"Why Gain?"

Halving the income, and then figuring on a 20 per cent drop, doesn't bring you back to where you'd have been in the first place. A joint return is not a case of the whole income being taxed half, and the half being taxed on the half. Since the surcharge is applied to the total income, the surcharge on the bracket income, halving the income, and then having the income taxed in a lower bracket at the lower rate, is the same as doubling the income.
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Halving the income, and then figuring on a 20 per cent drop, doesn't bring you back to where you'd have been in the first place. A joint return is not a case of the whole income being taxed half, and the half being taxed on the half. Since the surcharge is applied to the total income, the surcharge on the bracket income, halving the income, and then having the income taxed in a lower bracket at the lower rate, is the same as doubling the income.

"What would be the tax on half the income?"

"That's the tax."

**How to Combine Income**

First, after you deduct the various contributions, the present increase in Federal taxes, the coming increases in rentals?

**Will Lose Best Employees**

From the point of view of State and City, it is obvious that pay increases are inadequate, both jurisdictions will lose their best people. We must not underestimate what such a loss would mean. We must not underestimate what such a loss would mean. We must not underestimate what such a loss would mean.

It costs money to run a City and a State. It costs more today—for more—than it cost twenty years ago. The citizen, who want first-rate services, must reconcile themselves to these costs. Frankly, as we talk with people, it seems to us that they are far more reconciled to it than are the public officials.

It's already too late. Let it not also be too late.
NYC to Open 19 Tests on January 10

Apply for exams open in promotion in U. S. Civil Service Commission, Mono., 312 W. Van Buren St., Chicago 6, Ill. Test is 9:30 to 11:30 a.m., and will be held at Post Office and Service Center.

Where to Apply for Jobs

Where to apply for jobs in N.Y.C. Civil Service Commission and Board of Education, 1924, E. 21st St., N.Y.C. Tests are 9:30 to 11:30 a.m., and will be held at Post Office and Service Center.

Where to apply for jobs in N.Y.C. Civil Service Commission and Board of Education, 1924, E. 21st St., N.Y.C. Tests are 9:30 to 11:30 a.m., and will be held at Post Office and Service Center.

Police and Fire Defense Plans Speeded Up

The police and fire defense plans speeded up in N.Y.C. Civil Service Commission and Board of Education, 1924, E. 21st St., N.Y.C. Tests are 9:30 to 11:30 a.m., and will be held at Post Office and Service Center.

Where to apply for jobs in N.Y.C. Civil Service Commission and Board of Education, 1924, E. 21st St., N.Y.C. Tests are 9:30 to 11:30 a.m., and will be held at Post Office and Service Center.

Preference Law Works Smoothly

The preference law works smoothly in N.Y.C. Civil Service Commission and Board of Education, 1924, E. 21st St., N.Y.C. Tests are 9:30 to 11:30 a.m., and will be held at Post Office and Service Center.

Provisionals Down 2,100 After a Year

Provisionals down 2,100 after a year in N.Y.C. Civil Service Commission and Board of Education, 1924, E. 21st St., N.Y.C. Tests are 9:30 to 11:30 a.m., and will be held at Post Office and Service Center.

Jan. 9 Last Day for Steno, Typist Jobs

Applications for stenographic and typist jobs in N.Y.C. Civil Service Commission and Board of Education, 1924, E. 21st St., N.Y.C. Tests are 9:30 to 11:30 a.m., and will be held at Post Office and Service Center.
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U.S. Hiring for Defence Jobs Begins

Full preparations for any national emergency now being made by the Federal Government, under the direction of the heads of executive departments, have offices in a dozen or more districts throughout the country for the selection and processing of applicants for defense jobs. These offices will be in a fortunate position to take advantage of the tightening manpower situation, a decision has been made to hurry along the planning and construction of these offices and start recruiting and interviewing applicants immediately.

Women will have the widest choice of jobs in history, one official said.

The price control now in effect are on a voluntary basis, but any day they are expected to be made compulsory. Inventories controls are necessary and have sent manufacturers sending out the materials and supplies. All stores can be sold at a profit, subject to the activity of the Government in directing the activities of employers in every division and industry. Both to be filled in the beginning, as price, inventory and man power controls are exercised, will be by transfer. Men experienced in these lines will have the posts of administrators and junior executives. The attempt will be made to reward the forces as competent employees as can be obtained.

The national emergency will affect everyone over both the Department of Labor and the U. S. Civil Service, in the same average pay range.

SCHOOL DIRECTORY

Academic and Commercial-College Preparatory

CIVIL SERVICE LEADER

Tuesday, January 9, 1951

FEDERAL NEWS

LEADER BOOKSTORE

77 Duane Street, New York City

Please send me immediately a copy of "Every Woman's Guide to Spare-Time Income" by Maxwell Lehman and Morton Yarmon. I enclose $5.00.

NAME

ADDRESS

Check here if you want your book autographed.

FEDERAL NEWS

Civib Service Lrader

Tuesday, January 9, 1951

U.S. Hiring for Defence Jobs Begins

This article is one of the kind that can be found only in the Civil Service Leader. Based on reliable information of the most authoritative sort, it results from the LEADER's long experience, and its exclusive capacity for information which affects you directly and intimately.

If you are a public employee—Federal, State, or local—or if you want to work for a government agency, you should follow The LEADER. It is the only source for information which affects you directly and intimately.

The national situation will affect everyone who works for government. These effects will be described in a way to help you.

Complete Guide To Your Civil Service Job

Get the only book that gives you 112 pages of sample civil service exams, all subjects, for $2.50, 400 government jobs; explain how to pass a test and a complete listing of each job; full information about veterans preferences; tells you how to transfer from one job to another, and 1,000 additional facts about government jobs.

Complete Guide To Your Civil Service Job is written as you will see, by Maxwell Lehman and general Manager Morton Yarmon. It’s only $1.

LEADER BOOKSTORE

77 Duane Street, New York City

Please send me immediately a copy of "Complete Guide To Your Civil Service Job" by Maxwell Lehman and Morton Yarmon. I enclose $1 in payment, plus $1. for postage.

Name

Address

Many U.S. Jobs Open \nWomen

(Retained from page 34) Vice Commission, as part of its final day on hearing.

One of the Problems

One of the difficulties, it is said, is that many women are not provided with adequate information about their rights and the job opportunities available to them. There is a need for campaigns to inform women about their options, including vocational education and training programs.

Sensational Experiences

One of the sensational experiences in World War II was the rationing of scarce commodities and being extended later, would call for a full force of inspectors and enforcement officers, as well as investigators and the like.

The College Federal Agency of the State University of New York, and the College Federal Agency Council, Dr. William H. Harrison, was appointed, by the Governor, to head the Defense Production Administration under Charles E. Wilson, the former head of the National Production Authority.

Exams

Exams are to be held to fill jobs, those who are held most by the local boards of civil service commissioners. The Commission and agencies, themselves, unless a court of trial, the duties and responsibilities of the type of job. The College Federal Agency is responsible for this.

Governor Eiler

Governor Eiler has been open to other U.S. civil service regions and give an idea of what will happen in New York. For instance, a letter to the Commissioner, Industrial, and the like.

Prepared for Exam Feb. 17th

INDUSTRIAL INVESTIGATOR

N.Y.P. Dept. of Labor, 6th ring (reg) 111 W. 35th St., New York 1, N.Y.

Authoritative Course

Class: 4 and 5 p.m., Monday through Thursday, beginning February 17th.

Prepared for Exam Feb. 17th

P. C. & R. 1, 111 W. 35th St., New York 1, N.Y.

Classes Start Now!

Plumber, Portable Engineer, Oil Burner, Boiler Inspector. Free Classes.

This is a smaller advertisement that focuses on the various courses offered by the institution. The courses are designed to prepare students for industrial and commerce careers.

Requirements for NYC Tests Opening Jan. 10

The following NYC exams will open on Wednesday, January 10, and run through January 15.

OPEN COMPETITIVE

6190. Senior Dietitian (School Lunch Program). Open to all permanent employees of the Board of Education. Pay: $210 for 40 hours a week.

Tests: Opening Jan. 10

**FREE PLACEMENT SERVICE**

(Continued from page 34) Civil Service Leader, Page Eleven

FEDERAL NEWS

War Manpower Commission duration is to safeguard against spot tempt this time. The inspection will be made by the U.S. to

CAREER SERVICE DIVISION

Complete Training in Dental Mechanic

510 Broadway, New York 13, N.Y.

CAREER SERVICE DIVISION

Complete Training in Dental Mechanic

510 Boulevard, New York 13, N.Y.
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Use of State and Local Eligible Lists by U.S., And Transfers Proposed

WASHINGTON, Jan. 6—The U.S. Civil Service Commission is collecting information on the basis of which it will cooperate in the defense effort in training for all Government workers. A plan is now under way. No specific details are available now, but the Defense Department has issued a general order to that effect.

A Federal recruitment plan will be carried out as the General Accounting Office, Washington, D.C., has been ordered to get started. A future order is now under discussion by the Federal Government, with the aim of training workers for the defense effort.

The plan will be a result of the cooperation with the Department of Defense, but the Defense Department has given the Federal Government no information on the basis of which it will cooperate in the defense effort in training for all Government workers.

Job opportunities may be obtained by Federal workers through the Federal Employment Service, 1115 New York Avenue, Washington, D.C., or by telephone Garden City 7-1500, Ext. 2547.

Air Force Base, Hempstead, celebrated its first birthday.

The U.S. Civil Service Commission is considering as "top drawer" in all dispositions. Additional legal authority is needed new quarters, and is precluded from the proposal now is that individual training may be undertaken.

TROOP CARRIER WING

Seeking Members

The 314th Troop Carrier Wing, Reserve, a C-47 transport outfit which trains week-ends at Mitchel Air Force Base, Hempstead, is recruiting in its first six months. The Reserve unit is one of the Federal Reserve units which must have their parents' consent.

Arco's Study Book

for

Administrative Asst.

$2.50

Housing Assistant $2.00

Attendant $1.50

N. Y. State Clerk-Typist

$2.00

Sample Tests, Questions and Answers

Practical and Public Health Nurse

State Trooper

Steno-Typist (Practical)

Apprentice

Train Dispatcher

Available at LEADER BOOKSTORE

97 DUANE ST. N. Y. T. M.
McGrath Opinion Upholds Reservists' Job Benefits

All bureau heads and personnel officers of NYC departments were notified by the Municipal Civil Service Commission that reservists who voluntarily entered upon active military duty subsequent to January 1, 1947, and were subsequently entitled to unemployment compensation under the Federal Unemployment Act, are entitled to all the rights and benefits of regular employees of the State Military Law.

The main question therefore was whether the reservist, while engaged in active military duty, was under the jurisdiction and control of the Police and Fire departments, and was entitled to the perks and benefits usually extended to regular employees. The unanswered question is whether the reservist was subject to the control and direction of the Police and Fire departments, and was entitled to the perks and benefits usually extended to regular employees.

The decision of the Supreme Court of the State of New York, dated December 8th, 1960, and filed in the Court of Appeals on February 20th, 1961, is the subject of this article.
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First Certifications

These are the list certified to:

Health Inspector Gr. 3, Health; 1 job; VP 6.
Under New Vet Law

Patrol Officer Gr. 1, Medici-

ne: 2 jobs; Correction Officer (Mun.

n: 2151, 3519, 3524; VP 200 to

XX, 1 job; DVP 200.

Workmen's Compensation, Educa-

tion: 1 job; DVP 297.

Assistant Electrical Engineer

Authority; preferred list, 11 names.

City Considers More Pay

City plans more pay for Sta-

tionary Engineers and Others.

A new policy is under discus-

sion in Budget Director Thomas T.

Patterson's office that would re-

move barriers to move under the 

State Labor Law for station-

ary engineers, stationary firemen,

other services and others.

Alfred Brady Dies

Alfred Brady, 64, Chief De-

signing Engineer for NYC Board 

of Transportation and an author-

ity on subway design, died. He 

had been with the Board for 45 

years and was noted for his design 

of subways, bus garages and repair 

depots and related structures. 

His salary was valued at more than $300,000.

Leonard Paisner.
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Housing Assistant Study

for one year prior to admission. A family must have had a low income in order to be eligible. Most families lived on less than $50 a week when they moved into a project. Tenants pay their rents weekly in advance.

Most of the families who move into the authority's projects are employed in fairly permanent occupations; some tend machines, drive trucks, clerk in stores, work as barbers, porters, elevator operators. None of the families of different race, creed and nationality ha've a history of criminal record.

When through increased income, a family is able to rent a standard apartment, it is expected to find a more desirable dwelling for rent rather than being required to move. Before the war, the number of families with an income of $4,000 to $10,000, the family became eligible for occupancy before the war, for the largest proportion of the families of 6 persons, was $3,970.

A family of 6 persons who have been employed for public laundries, parking spaces for cars and storage rooms for trucks and baggage. Steam heat is supplied, adequate hot water is available.

The bathroom is equipped with stand-in showers, electric water heaters. Extra space for storage and laundry is necessary for a family of 6 persons.

The authority's first housing project, was financed by the Federal government. These projects, the authority has provided additional services: child care and recreational activities, such as basic education within the buildings. In other projects, the authority has provided separate community buildings. In other projects, the authority has provided separate community buildings.

New Group Of Employees Being Formed

The proposed formation of a group of NYC employees adversely affected by the Civil Defense Council's ruling concerning pension benefits, was the subject of a meeting at the Red Hook, January 12 at the head office of Vladeck City houses, first municipal housing project, were built under the federal public housing authority.

The tenants pay their rents weekly in advance. The family pay $25.36 a month. At $1797, the family became eligible for occupancy. When through increased income, the family became eligible for occupancy.

A fundamental of public housing is to ensure that base pay doesn't include the cost for the rest of your days. Do the best you know how. It's definitely worth your while. Study the right way. Would you cross the country without a map? An Arco Book is just as important for your test success!
Study Is Started on Hiring Policies
In NYC in Case of An Emergency

While plans for civil defense recruitment and public safety in the event of a national emergency have been in the forefront in NYC, the Municipal Civil Service Commission has been quietly making arrangements for a complete study of what it would do in the event of World War III. Since the experience during World War II did not prove encouraging, an entirely new plan is being developed. The commission, which has been given the job of the war commission, will take the difficulties. Some of the legislation may be required.


to assure service men their full civil rights, and that nothing has outweighed any good to be hoped for. We are, however, going to put the fear of God into this whole group. This bill will be held opening day.